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Feature Article

Prepare for hurricane season

It’s summer—and that means it’s hurricane season again. Successful emergency preparation is a top priority at

Florida Blue. Ensuring that physicians and providers are prepared in the event of a hurricane, or any national or

statewide emergency, will help minimize business disruptions and allow members to continue to receive the

care they need.

It is important to remember that during an emergency or disaster you should accept member identification (ID)

cards from Florida Blue and other Blue Plan members even if you are unable to communicate with Florida Blue.

The following general guidelines will assist you in the event you are unable to adhere to normal business

procedures.

Accept the Card Guidelines

Verify member eligibility and benefits electronically through Availity
®1

.1.

If you are unable to verify member eligibility and benefits electronically, contact the Florida Blue Provider

Contact Center at (800) 727-2227.

2.

If you are unable to verify member eligibility and benefits electronically or by phone:

Accept a valid Florida Blue ID card and picture ID, or

Accept a Florida Blue universal application, acknowledgement/acceptance letter and picture ID.

3.

If you are unable to submit claims electronically:

Hold electronic claims for 14 calendar days or until service is restored.

If you convert electronic claims to paper claims, purge the electronic claims from your system to

avoid duplicate claims submissions.

4.

Authorizations

Authorizations and certifications can be entered and verified electronically through Availity.1.

If you are unable to verify or enter authorizations online, contact the Florida Blue Utilization Management

Center at (800) 955-5692.

2.

In a national/statewide emergency or natural disaster you will receive specific information about

obtaining authorizations.

3.

Contact Florida Blue for retroactive approval/authorization when the issue is resolved.4.

Electronic Alternatives

Florida Blue has clinical tools that are available anytime from anywhere with Internet access. To increase

coordination of care and patient satisfaction during an emergency situation, physicians can use up-to-date

online capabilities through Availity’s Patient Care Summary.

Patient Care Summary is a longitudinal care record that shows up to 24 months of your patients’ medical claims
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history including diagnoses, procedures, prescriptions, lab results and laboratory services rendered by all of

their providers. Care reminders are also provided. You can access Availity at www.availity.com.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

Quality and Compliance

Medicare Advantage providers should review policies

for preventing Medicare fraud, waste and abuse

We believe that doing what is right is not only “the right thing to do,” but is good for business too. Simply put,

doing what is right builds trust, and trust is what helps set a business apart from its competitors. That’s why for

70 years, Florida Blue (Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, Inc.) has had a deep commitment to conducting

business ethically, honestly and in compliance with the law. We expect everyone with whom we do business,

including first tier
1
 downstream and related entities (FDRs), to conduct business ethically, honestly and in

compliance with the law.

In order to continue to serve our customers in a manner that reflects the highest level of integrity and ethical

business conduct, we are required by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to share our

standards of conduct and education and training with our FDRs. We are also required to ensure FDRs adhere to

these standards and meet education and training requirements, and/or that FDRs adopt and follow a code of

conduct particular to their own organization that reflects a commitment to detecting, preventing and correcting

non-compliance with Medicare requirements in the delivery of Medicare services, and complete general

compliance training, and if applicable, specialized Medicare fraud, waste and abuse training.

Please review our Compass Code of Ethical Business Conduct which contains our Fraud, Waste and Abuse

policies and adopt them as your own or adopt a similar program for your practice, and comply, at a minimum,

with those elements described at 42 CFR §§ 422.503(b)(4)(vi)(A) and 423.504(b)(4)(vi)(A). You will find our

Compass Code of Ethical Business Conduct, along with frequently asked questions, and training on our website

at www.floridablue.com under the Compliance Resources. These can also be found under the Providers tab at

the top of the landing page. We will check with you in the summer of 2014 to determine your progress with this

CMS requirement.

In addition, we included a link to EthicsPoint in the Compliance Resources section of our website, which

provides you with a confidential, easy-to-use tool to contact the Florida Blue Business Ethics, Integrity &

Compliance Division to ask questions or report fraud, waste and abuse.

For more information, please refer to the Medicare Fraud, Waste and Abuse FAQs on our website at

FloridaBlue.com.

If you have questions, please contact our Business Ethics, Integrity & Compliance Division at (800) 477-3736

ext. 56300. You may also contact our Special Investigation Unit Fraud Hotline at (800) 678-8355.

 

1
 A First Tier Entity is any party that enters into a written arrangement, acceptable to CMS, with a Medicare Advantage Organization or Part D

plan sponsor or applicant to provide administrative services or health care services to a Medicare eligible individual under the MA program or

Part D program. (See, 42 C.F.R. § 423.501).

HEDIS effectiveness of care results for 2013

Florida Blue and our HMO affiliate, Florida Blue HMO (Health Options, Inc.), believe quality of care is of the

utmost importance for our members. To ensure that we continue to provide quality care and service to our
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members, we analyze a number of indicators related to effectiveness and accessibility of care, as well as use of

services, provided by the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS
®
). HEDIS is established by

the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), an independent, nonprofit organization whose mission is

to evaluate and report on the quality of the Nation’s managed care organizations. HEDIS scores help insurers

and providers identify opportunities for action.

The table below highlights some of the HEDIS 2013 Effectiveness of Care results, comparing the rates for our

commercial HMO and PPO plans with national averages. The 2014 rates will be available later this year.

Florida Blue 2013 HEDIS Effectiveness of Care Results Compared to National Averages*

Measure HMO National

HMO Avg.

PPO National

PPO Avg.

Adult BMI Assessment 63.75% 71.71% 55.23% 35.17%

Controlling High Blood Pressure 60.31% 66.49% 61.98% 57.44%

Breast Cancer Screening 69.70% 71.68% 65.96% 66.52%

Cervical Cancer Screening (ages 21 – 65) 72.93% 75.69% 73.52% 73.61%

Colorectal Cancer Screening 54.64%** 64.88% 61.31% 55.77%

Cholesterol Mgmt. after Cardiovascular

LDL Screening 85.61%** 89.09% 77.62% 83.66%

LDL < 100 60.30%** 61.17% 42.34% 49.66%

Comprehensive Diabetic Care

LDL-C Screening 85.64% 86.29% 84.43% 81.68%

A1c >9% Poor Control*** 31.87% 27.56% 34.06% 35.25%

Diabetic Retinal Exam (DRE) 35.52% 59.33% 44.28% 48.80%

A1C Testing 87.10% 90.74% 84.67% 87.17%

Nephropathy 77.86% 85.53% 77.62% 78.59%

Persistence of Beta Blocker 82.46% 86.03% 73.46% 79.47%

 

* Source: NCQA’s Quality Compass
®
 2013

**2012 Results reported in 2013, rates are percentages

***Inverted rate – lower % reflects better performance
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Health Information Technology (HIT)

Florida Blue paperless policy:

Oct. 1, 2014 is the deadline for adopting electronic

capabilities

Florida Blue is committed to providing affordable health care solutions. As such, it is Florida Blue’s policy for all

participating providers to adopt electronic capabilities, which includes electronic claim submission, electronic

funds transfer (EFT) and electronic remittance advices through Remit Viewer.

In a study by the American Medical Association, it was found that a provider’s cost for submitting a paper claim

to a health plan averaged $6.63 while an electronic submission of the same claim type averaged $2.90.

Submitting claims electronically can save you money in administrative expenses and expedite your claim

payments.

By Oct. 1, 2014, Florida Blue requires participating providers to submit claims electronically, register for EFT

and receive electronic remittance advices through Remit Viewer. The following steps must be completed to

ensure your practice is prepared for the paperless transition:

For information regarding electronic claim submissions, please refer to our Electronic Transmission

Support companion guides on our website at FloridaBlue.com; select the Providers tab, then Online

Services. If you do not use a clearing house to file claims, you can submit electronic claims through

Availity
®1

 at Availity.com.

Register for EFT to guarantee your practice receives timely payments. To register, log on to Availity at

Availity.com and select Enrollments from the left navigation bar; select EFT enrollment and follow the

enrollment instructions.

Register for Remit Viewer access. Log on to Availity at Availity.com and click Claims Management |

Remittance Viewer in the Availity menu. If you belong to more than one organization, select the

organization whose electronic remittance advice access you want to configure in the Organization list.

Florida Blue continues to expand our electronic capabilities to simplify how we do business and streamline

workflows for your practice by offering:

CareCalc
®
 (quickly calculates a member’s financial responsibility)

Electronic Claim Submission and Claim Status Inquiries

Claims Reconciliation Tool (provides a summary of paid, rejected or pended claims)

Electronic Funds Transfer (for faster paperless claim payments)

Electronic Remittance Advices

The ability to submit secondary and corrected claims electronically.

No action is required for those providers who currently submit claims electronically, and are registered to

receive an EFT and electronic remittance advices. However, providers who are not using each of these

electronic capabilities must do so by Oct. 1, 2014. If you cannot meet this date, call the Florida Blue Network

Management Service Unit at (800) 727-2227; select “More Choices,” and then “Network Management” to

request a temporary exemption from our paperless policy.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

PASSPORT provides efficient access to Florida Blue’s
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e-tools

The PASSPORT portal is a gateway for providers to efficiently, accurately and securely access Florida Blue

e-tools. Providers can access PASSPORT through Availity
®1

.

Florida Blue first launched PASSPORT with the 835 electronic remittance registration capability in July 2012.

Since then, we added additional key “portlets” (or applications) that are available through PASSPORT. A

summary is provided below:

eAppeals – Allows providers to submit appeals with supporting documents electronically. eAppeals allows for

automated receipt of clinical documents from providers to support completion of the appeal process.

Clear Claim Connection - Simulates likely procedure code editing rules for Florida Blue claims prior to

submission. This e-tool uses claim processing rules for procedure code editing in effect at the time the claim is

submitted and is generally updated quarterly.

Certificates of Medical Necessity (CMN) - Providers can submit a CMN in lieu of medical records, which

reduces time and cost. Links to CMN forms and easy access tips for certain services that normally require

medical records for a medical review can be accessed through PASSPORT.

Electronic Remittance Advice (835) - Providers can register for Electronic Remittance Advices electronically

in PASSPORT. Previously, providers had to fill out a form and fax it to a Florida Blue mailbox.

Quality and Efficiency Reporting – Physicians who participate in Florida Blue’s value-based programs can

view both their cost and quality performance, read measurement descriptions, view their patient registry and

submit attestations in relation to gaps in care.

To keep our providers connected and informed, PASSPORT also includes a News & Announcements section. This

feature keeps providers updated on announcements and information that is relevant to their specific programs

and/or partnerships.

PASSPORT continues to evolve as a provider portal for Florida Blue specific e-capabilities. We anticipate that

providers will be able to view and e-sign contracts through the portal. Additionally, capitated providers will have

electronic access to view, download and sort their member rosters.

You can access PASSPORT through Availity at www.availity.com. On the left navigation bar, select My Payer

Portals, and then Florida Blue PASSPORT Portal.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

Availity partners with NextGen on collaborative care

project

Availity
®1

 is working with NextGen Healthcare Information Systems to make patient-specific clinical information

accessible at the point of care to both providers and payers concurrently. NextGen Healthcare Information

Systems, LLC, is a leading provider of health care information systems and connectivity solutions.

The goal of the program is to help providers better coordinate patient care by identifying potential gaps in care,

lack of coordination among providers that might lead to less-than-effective care, and other opportunities that

would prevent unnecessary care if certain pro-active measures are taken earlier in the care plan for a particular

patient.

The program enables physicians to exchange clinical data and patient care summaries with the health plan

through integration with the NextGen
®
 Ambulatory EHR. One provider group, HeartWell, LLP (Miami), is in

production with this capability to improve health care delivery and foster collaborative, coordinated care for all

Florida residents. Additional sites will be included in the project.
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Physicians will access the NextGen Ambulatory EHR to view patient care summaries and care reminders from

Availity — information that gives doctors a more holistic view of the patient’s medical history, at an opportune

time in the patient encounter.

Additionally, the program will automate the exchange of care summaries back to the health plan for quality-

improvement reporting. The two-way integration at the EHR level automates the costly, manual exchange

between providers and payers of critical clinical information necessary to support today’s care delivery. It also

automates the revenue cycle and emerging payer-driven, value-based payment models and quality-

improvement programs.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

BlueMedicare News

New integrated care management program

coordinates medical and behavioral health services

In May 2014, Florida Blue implemented a new Integrated Care Management program to coordinate mental

health, substance abuse and core chronic conditions for Medicare Advantage members. Effective integrated

care management lies in taking a patient-centered, holistic approach to the coordination of care between a

member’s medical health plan and managed behavioral health organization. Florida Blue chose New Directions

Behavioral Health, a company that specializes in providing behavioral health services, to help us manage the

program.

The program applies only to Medicare Advantage members with core chronic and mental health needs.

Members who choose to participate are offered additional coordinated support from licensed health

professionals at Florida Blue and New Directions Behavioral Health as it is sometimes difficult for members to

find the right doctors or understand their treatment options.

How the Integrated Care Management program can help members

New Directions Behavioral Health staff will work closely with Florida Blue to integrate medical and behavioral

health care services for eligible Medicare Advantage members.

Comprehensive, member-focused, individual care plans are developed by members and their

interdisciplinary care management team.

After the care plan is developed, the member’s interdisciplinary health care management team will

implement the integrated care plan, coordinate care with the member’s primary care provider to help

engage and support the member in treatment, track clinical improvement over time and facilitate

medication management between providers.

Referrals are provided to behavioral health specialists and community resources on the member’s behalf.

A 24-hour hotline is available to members for behavioral health education and support at (866)

287-9569.

Working together, we can help Medicare Advantage members maximize plan benefits and ensure they receive

quality care.

If you have questions about this information, please contact New Directions Behavioral Health at (855)

340-6639.

Products and Services

Maintain updated immunization records through the
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Florida SHOTS Statewide Registry

Florida Blue supports the Department of Health’s Florida SHOTS Statewide Registry to increase vaccination

coverage for children in Florida.

The Florida Healthy Kids program requires primary care physicians to administer immunizations for Healthy

Kids members in their office and maintain updated immunization records. The program also requires primary

care physicians to register Florida Healthy Kids members in the Florida SHOTS registry. Florida Blue and Florida

Healthy Kids conduct audits to verify that primary care physicians are enrolled in the Florida SHOTS Program

and that Florida Healthy Kids members are registered when immunizations are administered.

We encourage you to enroll in the SHOTS program as soon as possible. There is a Florida SHOTS link on the

Availity
®1

 website at www.availity.com or http://flshotsusers.com/training/webinars/ where providers can

access the sites and enroll Florida Healthy Kids members. The Florida SHOTS program allows a complete

immunization record by multiple health care providers to ensure better health for children and their families.

Providers can manage their vaccines for children inventory through the Florida SHOTS program. The

Department of Health offers webinars to providers on how to effectively manage vaccines for children. You can

register at http://flshotsusers.com/training/webinars/

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

BlueCare HMO primary care physicians

When a member enrolls in our individual BlueCare
®
 HMO (Health Options, Inc.) plans, they are automatically

assigned a primary care physician (PCP) if they did not select a PCP at the time of enrollment.

At times, members may need to see a PCP who is not assigned to them while they are waiting to be assigned

another PCP, or some members may not know that a PCP was automatically assigned to them and will visit

another PCP. When you check a member’s eligibility and benefits in Availity
®1

, you may see that another

physician has been assigned as the primary care physician. If this occurs, you should still see the member.

Florida Blue will reimburse you as the member’s primary care physician for that visit.

Remember:

Your participation in our products depends on whether you are a participating provider in a network(s)

that supports our products. Per your contractual agreements with Florida Blue and/or Florida Blue HMO

(Health Options, Inc.), you have agreed to see our members if they are enrolled in a product that uses a

network in which you participate.

Additionally, some individual Marketplace plans include three office visits with different copay amounts

for subsequent visits. For these plans, a $0 copay applies for a member’s first three office visits (PCP or

Blue Physician Recognition Physician). After that, a different copay applies. If you collect money upfront

from a member when a $0 copay applies, you will be responsible for refunding that amount to the

member.

For additional information regarding new member copay categories, refer to the Individual Marketplace Plans

Include New Member Copay Categories bulletin on our provider website at FloridaBlue.com.

For more information about Florida Blue’s products, please refer to the Manual for Physicians and Providers at

FloridaBlue.com.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.
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New mandated benefits added to individual under 65

plans

Florida Blue continues to support federal and state mandates that are in favor of helping our members achieve

better health.

New benefits will be added to many of our individual under 65 plans for the following areas:

Mental health and substance dependency services

Cancer treatment: oral medications

Preventive services

The following changes impact our Affordable Care Act (ACA) plans and pre-ACA plans, including BlueChoice
®

(Preferred Patient Care), BlueOptions
SM
 (NetworkBlue), BlueSelect and Miami-Dade Blue. Additionally, all

member cost share amounts referenced in this bulletin apply to services received from providers considered

“in-network” under the member’s health plan.

Benefit Change Summary

Florida Blue will add the following new state and federally mandated benefits to many of its individual under 65

health plans effective at the plan anniversary date beginning July 1, 2014.

Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act

Most in-network mental health/substance dependency services will have a $0 cost share, with the

exception of HSA plans.

Emergency room services will apply the same cost share (coinsurance and copays) for in-network and

out-of-network treatment, including physician services.

Coverage for residential treatment services at Residential Treatment Facilities will be added to member

contracts and will align with inpatient mental health/substance dependency services benefits.

A “Residential Treatment Facility” (rehab facility) is a live-in health care facility which provides

therapy for substance abuse, mental illness or other behavioral problems. Members can find

in-network facilities in the Florida Blue online provider directory at FloridaBlue.com.

Cancer Treatment: Oral Medications

Florida Blue lowered the cost of oral chemotherapy medications to $10 for our pharmacy plans that are not in

parity with our medical benefits.

Plans with generic, preferred-brand, non-preferred-brand or specialty copays higher than $50 will have

the cost-share for oral chemotherapy drugs capped at $10 for all tiers.

Plans with a brand deductible and copay higher than $50 will have the deductible waived and the

cost-share for oral chemotherapy drugs capped at $10 for all tiers.

Mediscript plans will have a cost-share for oral chemo drugs capped at $10 for all tiers.

HSA plans that have copays with generic, preferred-brand, non-preferred-brand or specialty copay

higher than $50 will have the cost-share for oral chemo drugs capped at $10 for all tiers. The health plan

deductible will not be waived.

Preventive Services

Medical Services:

Essure, a permanent non-surgical birth control method, will be covered at a $0 cost-share.

Ambulance – the per day dollar limit maximum will be removed.

Breastfeeding Support, Supplies and Counseling:

In-network services are covered at a $0 cost share amount.
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One electrical or manual breast pump per member per delivery is covered. Members who qualify for a

breast pump can contact CareCentrix at (877) 561-9936.

Hospital grade electric breast pumps are excluded except when medically necessary during an inpatient

hospital stay.

If an eligible member received a manual breast pump in the last nine months and is now requesting an

electric breast pump, they will be eligible to receive one upon request.

Lactation support and counseling, as part of prenatal and postpartum services, are included.

Drug Enhancements

Bowel preparation agents for preventive colonoscopy and sigmoidoscopy will be covered at $0 copay.

Breast cancer chemo prevention medications (tamoxifen and raloxifene) will be covered at $0 copay.

Provider Financial Responsibility

A recent Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association mandate requires members to be held harmless for

non-participating hospital admissions that deny for precertification. This means that a member cannot be billed

by a non-participating facility if their inpatient hospital charges are denied for precertification. This change is

also effective at the plan anniversary date beginning July 1, 2014. Florida Blue’s Essential PPC, BlueChoice

(Preferred Patient Care), BlueChoice Board of Directors and Miami-Dade Blue members are impacted by this

change. These policies have an admission notification requirement like BlueOptions (Network Blue). The change

does not apply to BlueCare HMO (Health Options, Inc.) policies.

Remember to verify eligibility and benefits electronically through Availity
®1

 at www.availity.com. For more

information about Florida Blue’s health care plans, please refer to the Manual for Physicians and Providers on

our website at FloridaBlue.com.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

Billing and Claims

Where to file claims for diagnostic lab services

Diagnostic Lab Services Rendered in Florida for Florida Blue Members

When your Florida Blue patients have lab services drawn in the state of Florida, remember to submit the

claims to Florida Blue. This applies to all Florida Blue members, including Federal Employee Program (FEP)

and State Employees’ PPO Plan members.

Diagnostic Lab Services for BlueCard
®
 Claims

Generally, providers should file claims for Florida Blue members to the local Blue Plan (Florida Blue). However,

there are circumstances when claims filing directions will differ for diagnostic lab services. As indicated in the

BlueCard manual, independent clinical laboratory providers should:

File the claim to the Blue Plan in the service area where the specimen was drawn. Where the

specimen was drawn is determined by where the referring provider is located.

For details regarding filing claims to Florida Blue, please refer to the Manual for Physicians and Providers on our

website at FloridaBlue.com.

For more information regarding where to file BlueCard ancillary claims, please refer to our BlueCard Program

Manual at FloridaBlue.com.
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Why improving coding documentation matters even

more

The implementation of health care reform and commercial risk adjustment has created a tidal wave of change

for physicians and insurers alike.

Under the new health care law, everyone has access to health insurance regardless of their health status. Risk

adjustment is a component of the new health care law that is designed to improve coverage, preserve

consumer choice and improve quality of care for patients. For those providers who have been treating Medicare

and/or Medicaid patients, risk adjustment isn’t a new concept.

A complete and accurate capture of each individual patient’s health status through claims and encounter data is

even more critical now. The success of commercial risk adjustment hinges on how accurately patient

encounters are coded and claims are filed to Florida Blue. Medical coding is tied to medical record

documentation and as such, accurate code capture is only as good as the documentation in a patient’s record.

To help providers understand how documentation and coding habits can impact your practice, we host monthly

webinars that focus on risk adjustment and documentation and coding practices. For information about

Commercial Risk Adjustment, you can participate in one of our webinars. Please visit the Risk Adjustment

Process webpage at FloridaBlue.com; select Providers tab, Tools & Resources, then Risk Adjustment Process to

find a calendar of upcoming webinar sessions.

Coding edit changes for multiple procedures,

therapies and the professional component

On Aug. 1, 2014, Florida Blue will implement new coding edits that affects payment for multiple diagnostic

procedures performed on the same day by the same provider group. Claims processed for dates of service Aug.

1, 2014 and after will process according to the new rules.

For details, click on the links below:

Coding Edit Change for Multiple Diagnostic Ophthalmology Procedures

Coding Edit Change for Multiple Diagnostic Cardiology Procedures

Coding Edit Change for Multiple Therapy Procedures

Coding Edit Change for Professional Component of Multiple Diagnostic Procedures for Medicare Advantage Plans

The information above is located on our provider website at FloridaBlue.com; select the Providers tab, and then

Bulletins.

If you have questions about this information, please call the Network Management Service Unit at (800)

727-2227; select “More Choices,” and then “Network Management.”

Do not change codes on corrected Federal Employee

Program secondary claims

Procedure codes on claims submitted to the Federal Employee Program (FEP) as a secondary payer must match

codes on the original claim submitted to Medicare.

If you send a secondary claim to FEP with a different procedure code(s) from what you submitted to Medicare,

the claim will deny. Therefore, when it is necessary to submit a corrected claim with a different procedure code

to FEP, you must first submit a corrected claim to Medicare. Once Medicare processes the claim, you may then

submit a corrected claim to FEP as the secondary payer with the same procedure code(s) that was sent to

Medicare. Following this tip will help prevent claim processing delays and denials.

For more information about our claims filing processes, please refer to the Manual for Physicians and Providers
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on our website at FloridaBlue.com.

If you have questions regarding Medicare claims, please call (800) 633-4227.

If you have questions regarding FEP claims, please call the Provider Contact Center at (800) 727-2227.

BlueCard Business Corner

Important reminder for billing out-of-area Blue Plan

members

BlueCard
®
 is a national program that enables members to obtain health care services while traveling or living in

another Blue Plan’s service area. It applies to all covered inpatient, outpatient and professional health care

services. The program links participating health care providers with Blue Plans across the country and in more

than 200 countries and territories worldwide through a single electronic network for claims processing and

reimbursement. The program lets you submit claims for patients from other Blue Plans, domestic and

international, to Florida Blue.

When can a participating provider bill an out-of-area Blue Plan member?

Important: If you participate in Florida Blue’s Preferred Patient Care (PPC), NetworkBlue and/or Payment for

Professional Services (PPS)/Payment for Hospitals Services (PHS)/Traditional participation programs, you must

accept the contractually agreed-upon allowance and may not, in any event, balance bill an out-of-area member

for the difference between billed charges and the locally negotiated contractual allowance. You may only bill a

BlueCard member for any deductible, copay, coinsurance or non-covered amounts.

What criteria are used to determine whether the charge associated with a rendered service is a

member or a participating provider’s liability?

The criteria used to determine the provider’s liability is specific to the provider’s contract. If the provider’s

contract explicitly states the provider will not be reimbursed for a specific service or based on a specific

timeframe and cannot bill the member, the provider is liable for the charge.

What if I have questions?

Florida Blue is your single point of contact for claims payment, adjustments, claim inquiries, claim status,

adjustments and claim issue resolution for the BlueCard program. We encourage you to file claims and check

claims status electronically through Availity
®1

. For questions about BlueCard claims, call the Florida Blue

Provider Contact Center at (800) 727-2227; select “Other” and follow the prompts for BlueCard.

For detailed information about the BlueCard Program, please refer to the BlueCard Program Manual at

www.floridablue.com; select the Providers tab, Tools & Resources, then Manuals or refer to our Online Training

presentations.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.

Where to file BlueCard
®
 lab, durable/home medical

equipment and specialty pharmacy claims

Generally, providers should file claims for Florida Blue members to the local Blue Plan. However, there are

unique circumstances when claims filing directions will differ based on the type of provider and service.

Ancillary providers include independent clinical laboratories, durable/home medical equipment suppliers and

specialty pharmacy. For details regarding claim filing rules for these ancillary providers, please refer to the

BlueCard Program Manual and Manual for Physicians and Providers on our website at FloridaBlue.com.
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The following information provides a general overview regarding where to file BlueCard claims.

Independent Clinical Laboratories

File the claim to the Blue Plan in the service area where the specimen was drawn. Where the specimen was

drawn is determined by where the referring provider is located.

Durable/Home Medical Equipment Providers

File the claim to the Blue Plan in the service area the equipment or supply was shipped to or

purchased from. If the equipment was delivered to a member in Florida, file the claim to Florida Blue. The

claim will be paid based on your participation status with the Local Plan. The referring physician must be billed

on the DME claim.

Specialty Pharmacy

File the claim to the Blue Plan where the ordering physician is located. If the ordering physician is in

Florida, file the claim to Florida Blue.

The table below provides details for filing ancillary claims.

Provider Type How to File

(required fields)

Where to File Example

Independent Clinical

Laboratory

(any type of non-hospital

based laboratory)

Types of service include,

but are not limited to:

Blood, urine, samples and

analysis.

Referring Provider:

Field 17B on

CMS-1500 Health

Insurance Claim

Form, or

Loop 2310A (claim

level) on the 837

Professional

Electronic Claim

File the claim to the Blue

Plan in whose state the

specimen was drawn*

* Where the specimen

was drawn is determined

by which state the

referring provider is

located.

Blood is drawn* in a lab

or office setting located in

[Georgia]. Blood

analysis is done in

[Florida].

File to: [Blue Plan in

Georgia].

*Claims for the analysis

of a lab must be filed to

the Plan in whose state

the specimen was

drawn.

Durable/Home Medical

Equipment and

Supplies (D/HME)

Types of service include,

but are not limited to:

Hospital beds, oxygen

tanks and crutches.

Patient’s Address:

Field 5 on

CMS-1500 Health

Insurance Claim

Form or

Loop 2010CA on

the 837

Professional

Electronic

Submission.

Ordering/Referring

Provider:

Field 17B on

CMS-1500 Health

Insurance Claim

Form or

Loop 2420E (line

level) on the 837

Professional

Electronic

Submission.

File the claim to the Blue

Plan in whose state the

equipment was shipped

to or purchased from.

A wheelchair is purchased

at a retail store in

[Georgia].

File to: [Blue Plan in

Georgia]

Wheelchair is purchased

on the internet from an

online retail supplier in

[Georgia] and shipped

to [Florida].

File to: [Florida Blue -

Florida]

Wheelchair is purchased

at a retail store in

[Florida] and shipped to

[Georgia].

File to: [Blue Plan in

Georgia]
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Place of Service:

Field 24B on the

CMS-1500 Health

Insurance Claim

Form or

Loop 2300,

CLM05-1 on the

837 Professional

Electronic

Submissions.

Service Facility

Location Information:

Field 32 on

CMS-1500 Health

Insurance Form or

Loop 2310C (claim

level) on the 837

Professional

Electronic

Submission.

Specialty Pharmacy

Types of service:

Non-routine, biological

therapeutics ordered by a

health care professional

as a covered medical

benefit as defined by the

member’s Blue Plan

specialty pharmacy

formulary. This includes

injectable drugs, infusion

therapies, etc.

Referring Provider:

Field 17B on the

CMS-1500 claim

form, or

Loop 23101A

(claim level) on the

837 professional

electronic

submission.

File the claim to the Blue

Plan in whose state the

ordering physician is

located.

Patient is seen by a

physician in [Georgia]

who orders a specialty

pharmacy injectable for

this patient. Patient will

receive the injections in

[Florida] where the

member lives six months

of the year.

File to: [Blue Plan in

Florida (Florida Blue)].

For details regarding filing claims to Florida Blue, please refer to the Manual for Physicians and Providers on our

website at FloridaBlue.com.

Other Tips:

The ancillary claim filing rules apply regardless of the provider’s contracting status with the Blue Plan

where the claim is filed.

Providers are encouraged to verify member eligibility and benefits by contacting the phone number on

the back of the member identification (ID) card or by calling (800) 676-BLUE, prior to providing any

ancillary service.

Providers who use outside vendors to provide services (i.e., sending a blood specimen for special

analysis that cannot be done by the lab where the specimen was drawn) should utilize in-network

participating ancillary providers. Using out-of-network providers and pharmacies may result in

significantly higher costs to your Florida Blue patients. Therefore, it is very important that you refer

members to Florida Blue participating providers. To locate a participating provider, visit our website at

FloridaBlue.com and select Find a Doctor and More.

Members are financially responsible for ancillary services not covered under their health benefit plan. It

is the provider’s responsibility to request payment directly from the member for non-covered services.

Providers who wish to establish trading partner agreements with other Plans should contact the local

Blue Plan to obtain additional contact information.
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For more information, call the Florida Blue Provider Contact Center at (800) 727-2227.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s

website at www.availity.com.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas City prior

authorization program

In an effort to improve the quality of care for their members, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kansas City (Blue

KC) is using MedSolutions to provide authorization services for all of their members receiving outpatient high

tech radiology and lumbar spinal fusions.

Effective for dates of service beginning Oct. 1, 2013, outpatient and elective MRI, MRA, CT, CTA, PET,

echocardiogram, nuclear cardiology studies and lumbar spinal fusions require prior authorization from

MedSolutions for Blue KC members. Imaging performed in conjunction with an inpatient stay, 23 hour

observation, or testing done in the emergency room is not subject to authorization requirements.

When imaging is required in less than 48 hours due to an urgent condition, providers should call for an

authorization and ask MedSolutions for an expedited review.

MedSolutions is a utilization management services organization specializing in the management of quality,

cost-effective diagnostic services. To request an authorization, you may access their 24/7 web portal at

www.medsolutionsonline.com, call (888) 693-3211 or fax a MedSolutions request form (download it from

www.medsolutionsonline.com) to 888-693-3210.

Please contact MedSolutions at directly at (888) 693-3211 with any additional questions about the program.

Blue KC values your commitment to increasing the quality of care for all Blue Plan members.

Education & Training

New provider education available for coding claims that

require modifiers

Florida Blue has identified numerous billing errors related to incorrect use of modifiers. As such, we developed

three new lessons to help individuals properly code claims that require modifiers. We designed this training to

help correct common coding defects and improve accuracy of claims processing. The new topics include:

Modifier AS for Assistant at Surgery for Non-Providers

National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI) Edits for Paired Procedures

Modifier 25 for Evaluation and Management (E&M) Services

These lessons and other topics can be viewed by visiting Online Training for Providers on the Florida Blue

provider website at FloridaBlue.com.

Pharmacy

Florida Blue Medication Therapy Management program

Florida Blue offers a Medication Therapy Management (MTM) program for Medicare Advantage members

through our Medicare Part D Prescription Drug Plans. The program allows members to speak with a pharmacist

or nurse regarding the importance of taking prescribed medications on time for the best results.
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Medicare Advantage members are automatically enrolled in the MTM Program if they meet the following

criteria:

Have three or more of the chronic conditions listed below, AND1.

Take six or more prescriptions, AND2.

Will spend more than $3,017 on medications in 20143.

Chronic Conditions Included in the MTM Program:

Asthma

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)

Depression

Diabetes

Heart Failure

High Blood Pressure

High Cholesterol

Osteoarthritis

Osteoporosis

MTM program pharmacists and nurses can answer member questions about prescription medicines and

over-the-counter products. Assistance includes:

Reviewing prescribed medicines with the member

Developing a personalized medicine list

Helping members understand how their medicines work, including possible side effects

If a Medicare Advantage member meets the criteria above, they are automatically enrolled and will receive a

participation form by mail. Members may call (866) 686-2223, Monday through Friday between 10 a.m. – 6

p.m. EST. for more information about this program.

Please share information about this helpful program with your eligible Medicare Advantage members. There is

no added cost and members may discontinue the MTM Program at any time.

Physician-Administered Drug Program:

Use online tool for prior authorizations

Florida Blue and Florida Blue HMO (Health Options, Inc.) contracted with ICORE to assist in managing the

Physician Administered Drug Program (PADP). The program is designed to ensure that certain drugs are

provided in the most appropriate and affordable manner based on clinically accepted standards.

For physicians who supply, bill and participate in the PADP, a prior authorization is required prior to the

administration of certain specified drugs in the following settings: office, home, outpatient hospital, ambulatory

surgical center, public health clinic and rural health clinic.

Our records show that many providers call the ICORE contact center for PADP prior authorization requests.

Important note: You can decrease administrative burdens by requesting prior authorization for the PADP online

through ICORE’s secure website. Only in-network Florida Blue providers can access ICORE’s online applications

by using secure usernames and passwords.

Get Started by Requesting an ICORE Username and Password

If you have not yet signed up for an ICORE username and password, we encourage you to do so now to save

your staff administrative time in obtaining PADP prior authorizations. Please follow the steps below:
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Access ICORE’s provider self-service at www.icorehealthcare.com and click on the Providers and

Physician icon

Select New User Request Access from the yellow Sign-In area at the top right

Click New User Request ID and provide the following information:

Provider/facility name

Provider/facility address

Tax ID number and /or Medicare ID number

Health plan name

Requestor name

Requestor’s email address.

Please allow up to two business days for user name and password confirmation. Your administrator can also

establish user names for other designated staff members.

Other benefits of using ICORE’s online tools include the ability to:

View finalized authorization or continued authorization requests

Generate reports on previously obtained prior authorizations or continued authorizations

Track authorization or continued authorization requests that are in review

Note: If you have an expedited PADP review request, please call the ICORE contact center.

If you need additional assistance or training on ICORE’s online tools, please contact Alyson Bavas at

ambavas@magellanhealth.com.

News of Note

Two new accountable care programs launch – Tenet

Healthcare and Physician Health Partners

Effective June 1, 2014, Florida Blue launched two new accountable care programs bringing our accountable care

organization (ACO) total to 13 across the state. Florida Blue’s new ACOs include Tenet Healthcare in South

Florida and Physician Health Partners in Ocala.

Tenet Healthcare Corporation and Florida Blue have established an ACO agreement that covers nearly 10,000

Florida Blue commercial members in Dade, Broward and Palm Beach Counties. Tenet’s Florida-based ACO,

Advantage Health Network, includes more than 900 physicians, as well as 10 acute care hospitals and 36

outpatient centers operated by Tenet Healthcare in South Florida. Advantage Health Network (AHN) is an

integrated delivery system focused on advancing the provision of health care through enhanced coordination

among providers who are committed to the use of value-based principles and innovative data solutions.

Physician Health Partners at Munroe Regional and Florida Blue established a similar agreement that covers

approximately 250 independent community physicians. Munroe Regional Medical Center, based in Ocala, Florida

in sponsorship of Physicians Health Partners (PHP), has formed a clinical integration program as a non-risk

commercial accountable care organization. The combined initiative with the hospital and the local physicians

drives an effort to lower health care costs, improve outcomes, enhance the patient experience and create an

effective clinically integrated team culture for approximately 7,500 Florida Blue commercial members in Marion

County.

Florida Blue continues to develop a robust collection of accountable care programs, with four ACOs in 2012, six

in 2013 and three in 2014.

An accountable care organization is a group of health care providers such as family doctors, specialists, and

hospitals with a goal to improve the health of the patients they serve by working together to deliver quality and

cost efficient care.
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ICD-10 compliance: “Time is on our side.

The most effective way to use it, is to use it!”

We’ve all heard it. “Time is money!” Except – if we don’t use our time, we can never get it back. In light of the

recent legislative delay that requires the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) to postpone

mandating ICD-10 as the standard code set for medical diagnosis and procedure coding until at least Oct. 15,

2015, we encourage health care providers, physicians and other stakeholders to use this extra time wisely to

become ICD-10 ready.

If we continue to collaborate and prepare for ICD-10 now, we will all be in a far better position not to

experience business disruptions once ICD-10 is implemented. This is why Florida Blue is staying the ICD-10

course, maintaining momentum, keeping the operational effort moving and collaborating with physicians,

providers and others to achieve ICD-10 readiness. Florida Blue is confident that we will be ICD-10 ready for the

mandate prior to the compliance date.

We want you to be ready as well and encourage you to take advantage now of all the FREE resources available

to you for an effective ICD-10 launch. Here are some simple but valuable recommendations to help guide you

as you initiate or continue your ICD-10 efforts.

If you are “on course” for ICD-10:

Since April 1, 2014, many industry stakeholders have reported that they are continuing to move forward in

preparing for ICD-10. If this is you, you’re on the right path to being ICD-10 ready and achieving regulatory

compliance.

If you’re a physician, provider or clinical practitioner, experts recommend you take the time to improve your

clinical documentation and learn the new terminology associated with ICD-10. Do not fear the numbers

associated with the thousands of ICD-10 codes – most providers need to use only a subset of codes applicable

to their medical specialty and need not worry about the entire code set!

Education is plentiful. CMS offers excellent web-based educational opportunities. They have recently improved

their curriculum with FREE documentation and coding webcasts which are specialty focused. Webcasts are

being added regularly and support specialties such as cardiology, pediatrics, orthopedics, obstetrics and

gynecology, family practice and internal medicine. To access these webcasts, visit cms.gov/icd10 for a

link to Road to 10, and then click on the “Webcast” tab located in the left-hand navigation bar. You may also

want to sign up for CMS ICD-10 Industry Email Updates.

Continue relying on CMS, your payers, billing services, vendors, and your medical associations and societies for

ICD-10 tools, education and other valuable resources to help you. You may also visit Florida Blue’s website for

valuable information, tools, and resources at www.floridablue.com/icd-10.

If you’ve yet to start down the ICD-10 “course”:

We urge you to begin preparing for ICD-10 now.

Small Practices – Build your action plan and start your transition to ICD-10 with CMS’s Road to 10 This

program can help you navigate the best ICD-10 path for your practice. Designed for small physician

practices, CMS’s Road to 10 program provides FREE actionable tools and resources, including a

customizable ICD-10 physician portal and virtual training. Check it out at http://www.roadto10.org.

Small, Medium and Large Providers – Start your transition to ICD-10 now with the CMS ICD-10

Implementation Guide tool. This is a road map tool that will lead you, based on your provider type, step

by step through the implementation process, from Planning & Analysis and Design & Development to

Testing and Implementation. Visit the CMS tool at https://implementicd10.noblis.org.

Whether you are just getting started with ICD-10 or are well underway, we cannot underestimate the value of

engaging with industry stakeholders through cooperation, collaboration and communication. These are the

“three C’s” you’ve probably heard mentioned frequently. They’re recognized as key components necessary to

achieve industry ICD-10 readiness and compliance. Florida Blue understands their significance and continues to

offer the provider community the following:

End-to-End Testing. Testing is one of the more important critical success factors of effectively

implementing ICD-10. Florida Blue has applied a three-phased, production-like, end-to-end testing
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approach that participating physicians and providers are finding extremely valuable in validating their

ICD-10 readiness. Instructions for testing with us including a self-service option with clinical scenarios by

specialty are available at www.floridablue.com/icd-10. Refer to the “Test ICD-10” icon in the right

margin.

Free monthly one-hour ICD-10 Open-Line Friday teleconferences offered in cooperation with

representatives from Mayo Clinic, Secure EDI, Availity LLC, Baptist Health South Florida, Tampa General

Hospital, The Springs Family Medical Center, and special guests including national payers and other

industry experts. Programs are recorded and available as podcasts. To learn more about Open Line

Friday and recorded podcasts, visit www.floridablue.com/icd-10.

Physician insight on ICD-10 from Florida Blue’s Medical Director, Dr. Deborah Stewart.To

access Dr. Stewart’s blogs, visit http://blog.floridablue.com/.

Co-sponsored education with medical associations, societies and other organizations to assist

physicians and providers with ICD-10 preparedness. Check with your organized medicine groups and

Availity
®1

 for Florida Blue co-sponsored ICD-10 education and informational events.

Social Media updates. Follow us on Twitter @FLBlue for our latest ICD-10 information.

Florida Blue is optimistic that physicians, providers and health care industry stakeholders will maximize and use

this extra time associated with the ICD-10 delay to become ICD-10 ready. We look forward to continuing our

efforts to assist you with industry guidance so we as an industry are able to advance through ICD-10 success.

Act now. Visit us at www.floridablue.com/icd-10.

 

1
 Availity, LLC, is a multi-payer, joint venture company. For more information or to register, visit Availity’s website at www.availity.com.
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